
 INSPIRING THE CYBER-SECURITY COMMUNITY 

Approach at a glance
Approach is a consulting company specialised in cyber- 
security and secure developments. Established since 2001, 
we enable our customers to succeed by providing state-of-
the-art solutions to cyber-security challenges. 

Thanks to our unique spectrum of expertise, we propose  
a global approach to cyber-security. We offer services & solu-
tions covering the full value chain of cyber-security, from 
governance down to deep technical design, architecture 
and implementation. Approach's service offering covers the 
whole lifecycle of information security and risk management, 
from assessment and advise, through secure implementation 
and operations, to training and coaching services. 

Our offices are located nearby Brussels, closely to the univer-
sity of Louvain-la-Neuve, in an innovative and green business 
centre. Approach is easily reachable from any point of  
Belgium and Europe.

COMPLIANCE  
ASSISTANCE SERVICE

Whatever your projects, your challenges,  
your needs, your future business plans,  

the Approach team can help you. 

email: info@approach.be
tel: +32 10 83 21 11 
address: Rue Edouard Belin 7, 1435 Mont-Saint-Guibert
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/approach-belgium

www.approach.be

With regulatory requirements continuously increasing, compliance and 
risk management should be a business process for all organisations.  
Approach is leading the way in finding efficient ways of putting this 
activity into operation within your organisation.



  Organisations are digitising their operations whilst working with more partnership, M&A, and 3rd 
party suppliers. The new ecosystem paradigm increases the risk of data leakage.

  At the same time, regulations are increasing dramatically, with GDPR, AML, PSD2 and PCI forcing 
business not only to implement compliance programs, but also to be able demonstrate their com-
pliance.

  As a result, the market is expecting more from organisations. In order to remain competitive or gain 
new market share, companies are required to comply with a number of norms, such as ISO27001, 
PCI-DSS or ISO22301.

This makes the work of a compliance officer or a CISO much more complex than it used to be. These 
specialists need to be able to manage these new business needs efficiently while also enhancing their 
transparency to auditors. 

As such, we believe that compliance and risk management nowadays should be a business  
process that is as important as accounting, operations or finance. 

Why? 

Our approach to deliver a highly  
valuable compliance assistance service 

The compliance assistance service consists of three main lines and is built following our corporate 
approach to cyber-security:

  Knowledge: Our certified consultants work in various industries with small-to-large businesses that 
have different business needs. This intelligence continuously feeds our assessment and monitoring 
platform, which is then shared across all of our customers.

  Norms and standards: Our solution, based on standards such as ISO and CMMI, ensures that we 
deliver a solution that is understood by everyone, recognised and auditable. We also adapt to specific 
regulations where relevant (i.e. GDPR, PCI-DSS, EIDAS, etc.).

  Technology: Our offering is powered by Integrity GRC. Integrity GRC is a SaaS platform that builds a 
seamless bridge between Strategy, Operation and Compliance, resulting in much more effective and 
efficient information security and data protection practices. Approach enriches the platform with its 
own intelligence. This allows our consultant to shorten the time for responding to customer demands,  
as well as delivering it as a service. It also provides customers with an enhanced dashboard where 
they can monitor compliance within their organisation.

   

1.  Compliance maturity assessment: This service helps give organisations a clear view of 
their current status in relation to a norm or regulation. It gives the CISO, compliance officer or  
management the appropriate level of information needed to defend a security or a compliance 
programme to their executive board.

2 .  Risk assessment: This service provides a clear view in terms of risk, based on recognised 
security standard, for your business or part of it. This assessment is required to meet some 
contractual or legal obligations. 

3.   Continuous compliance monitoring: This service is designed to relieve management of 
day-to-day operational compliance activities. It also provides support for the compliance 
officer and the CISO by monitoring the controls implemented in their organisations and pro-
viding a regular compliance report. Examples of controls may include GDPR, HIPAA, AML, 
or other ISO27001 operations activities, plus continuous monitoring of an organisation’s 
compliance or control performance level (GDPR, HIPAA, AML, etc.).

4.   Support for certification programmes: This service enables organisations to accelerate 
the development and establishment of an ISMS (ISO27001) in an auditable and commonly 
used framework. We are able to accelerate the certification process with a pre-defined set 
of controls, policies and framework.

All these services can be delivered as:
•   Managed Security Provider: Approach operates the service end-to-end, with clear service 

levels.
•   Value-Added Reseller: Approach helps you to set up your environment with our tools and 

method, and will provide advice based on your needs. Once in place, you are in control of 
day-to-day operations with the help of our tools.

Our services

Integrity GRC is a SaaS platform that helps organisa-
tions to manage their processes, risk and compliance 
in a structured manner. 
Approach and Integrity are exclusive partners in 
Belgium and Luxembourg to help customers bene-
fit from the best in tools, intelligence and the local 
market.
Integrity was founded in 2009 and is ISO27001, 
ISO9001 and CREST-certified.
www.integritygrc.com


